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Ministry of Health - COVID-19 - Update

Ministry of Labour to start food & cleaning material aid
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Ministry of Labour and Social
Security has started food and cleaning
material aid for the needy people.
Those who want to apply can make
contact through the csgb.gov.ct.tr
website with the allocated number or
through mukhtars. Minister of Labour
and Social Security Koral Çağman, in
his written statement, noted that the
Ministry has started works to
determine those who have been much
affected by the pandemic and to start
food and cleaning material aid to
these people.
Çağman said that the ministry has
prepared
an
application
and
registration system for those workers
who lost their jobs and/or became
unregistered due to the pandemic;
families with children living as single
parents and experiencing economic
difficulties due to the pandemic; He
also noted that an application and
registration system has been

developed to identify the elderly and
disabled individuals who cannot
benefit from care services, women
without income from anywhere,
LGBT individuals and foreign
students.
Cagman stated that applications can
be made until February 19, via
www.csgb.gov.ct.tr

and telephone numbers
0539 1032267 ; 0539 1032268 ; 0539
1032270 : 0539 1032271 and 0539
1032273 or through mukhtars.
Source : TRNC Public Information
Office
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Girne Municipality COVID-19 inspections 3rd-11th February 2012
According to the information
received
from
the
Health
Department of Girne Municipality,
inspections were made on general
hygiene and Covid-19 precautions
which were carried out between
3rd and 11th February 2021. 1
workplace that did not implement
Covid-19 measures was closed and
its activities were stopped. In 3
grocery stores, various food
products for sale on shelves were
found to be unhealthy and
confiscated.

compliance of the enterprises with
general Covid-19 measures was
checked.

Health and Municipality Police
Branch Teams carried out a total
of 554 workplace inspections
during this period and the

Güngördü stressed; Our people
should consider all warnings as a
precaution and wash their hands
frequently in order to be protected,

Girne Mayor Nidai Güngördü
stated; “The fact that the Covid-19
mutated virus has been detected in
our country, it shows that we must
adhere very strictly to Covid
measures. We have concentrated
our work with responsibility and
sensitivity
about
all
the
precautions to be taken for the
health of our people."

use the mask properly and
continuously to cover the mouth
and nose, not stay more than 15
minutes in closed areas, and only
one person going for grocery
shopping. He reminded the
importance of paying attention to
the measures implemented and

complying with the rules of
distance between individuals. He
called to the public, "Let's stay at
home and protect both ourselves
and all our loved ones from the
pandemic."
Source
(Turkish)
Girne
Municipality

Vaccinations and PCR Tests are continuing in Girne
Covid-19 Vaccine Program and
PCR Tests conducted by the
Ministry of Health are continuing.
In the Girne Municipality Social
Life Center (old Municipality
building), the Covid-19 1st dose
and the vaccination application for
those people above 65 years old, is
assisted by the personnel of the

Social Affairs Department of our
municipality in the registration
process and the order of the
appointment system which starts at
9.00 in the morning and is
completed at 14.00. Girne Dr.
Akçiçek Hospital staff also
perform vaccinations.
In the Leymosun Culture House of

the Girne Municipality on Fazıl
Küçük Boulevard (new harbour
road), records are made working
with the same appointment system
and the personnel of the Ministry
of Health also perform the PCR
tests with great care. Test studies
are carried out every day of the
week (including Saturday and
Sunday) between 8.00 and 15.30.
1,094 people who are 65 years old
and over, were received at the
Social Life Center on 1st February
2021.
Leymosun
Culture
House
received, 2,977 people who
benefitted from the PCR test
application that started on 3rd
February 2021.
Girne Mayor Nidai Güngördü
made a statement regarding the
issue and drew attention to the
importance of cooperation between
the Ministry of Health and the
Municipality in these important
studies carried out due to the

Covid-19 pandemic. As a result of
these studies in cooperation, we
carry out our work with great care
and order for the benefit of
everyone living in Girne and its
surroundings. Working with great
devotion on both issues, the
Ministry of Health and I would
like to thank the Dr.Akçiçek
Hospital staff, our Municipality's
Social Affairs Department staff
and all our other helpful staff.
I would like to express that those
who have benefited from these 14
days of testing work, and the
appointment system are also very
pleased.
I invite all our people to be more
sensitive and pay attention to
mask, distance and hygiene
conditions due to the ongoing
Covid-19 pandemic.
Source
(Turkish):
Municipality

Girne
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10,000 food packages given to Girne Municipality by Falyalı Bros
Falyalı
Brothers,
Girne
Municipality,
Girne
District
Governorship, Nicosia District
Governorship, the Ministry of
Interior, and the Presidency will
reach the needy in 28 different
regions in the TRNC.
10,000 food packages from Halil
Falyalı and Hüsnü Falyalı were
delivered to the authorities through
Girne
Municipality
today
17.02.2021, to be given to families
in need, especially during this
period when financially difficult
times are being experienced during
the closing process.
Girne Mayor Nidai Güngördü said
in his speech; “The Covid-19
pandemic has affected the country
since March last year, and the
problems related to it continue. In
about a week's time, we will have
completed 1 year. At times like this
last year, we got help from many
sensitive business people. The
brothers Halil and Hüsnü Falyalı
handed us food packages to be
distributed to the people of the
town, as they did last year. This
time, they chose Girne as the centre
and brought 10,000 food packages
to Girne Municipality, and we will
start to distribute these food
packages to all 28 municipalities in
an equal and fair manner by

contacting the District Governors
through Girne Municipality".
Girne Mayor Nidai Güngördü
pointed out that the country has
been going through a very difficult
period for about 1 year due to the
pandemic and reminded that social
solidarity is of great importance at
this time.
Güngördü stated that the 10,000
food aid packages delivered to the
Girne Municipality today, 17th
February 2021, will be distributed
equally to 6 districts and 28
municipalities through district
governorships, municipalities and
mukhtars.
Emphasising that the aim is to
distribute all these aids equitably
and fairly, Güngördü wished the
aid of Falyalı brothers to be an
example to all business people in
this period when social solidarity
gained importance.
Güngördü stated that citizens who
want to receive or provide food aid
can apply on 3 phone lines, and
those who want to receive or
provide food aid can reach them by
calling 0542 888 21 22 ; 0533 870
20 18 ; 0533 853 0010.
Source
(Turkish)
Municipality

Girne
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Kalın: ‘We must talk about the two-state solution in Cyprus’
Turkey’s
Presidential
Spokesperson İbrahim Kalın stated
that it is time to talk about a twostate solution in Cyprus.
Kalın answered the questions of
TRT News in a live program and
responded to a question regarding
Turkish President Recep Tayyip
Erdoğan saying last week that
there was no alternative other than
a two-state solution in Cyprus.
Kalın pointed out ‘we have been

talking about a two-state formula
with our European, American
interlocutors, international actors
and UN authorities for a while. It is
time to talk about a two-state
solution in Cyprus. All other
formulas have been tried and
alternatives have been exhausted.
The basic issue is that the Greek
Cypriot side does not accept the
Turkish Cypriot side as an equal
partner. This is why the issue is
still in deadlock after 40 years’.

Source : TRNC Public Information Office

Aksoy: ‘Greek-Greek Cypriot duo threatens peace and stability'
Hami Aksoy, the Turkish Foreign
Ministry spokesman, made a
written response to a question
related to the Philia Forum which

was held in Athens with the
participation of foreign ministers
of Greece, Egypt, France, Saudi
Arabia, the UAE, Bahrain, and the

Greek Cypriot Administration.
Aksoy stressed ‘the Greek-Greek
Cypriot duo threatens peace and
stability in the region by blocking
the positive agenda that the EU is
trying to create with candidate
country Turkey and by effecting
politics while depending on others.
It is not possible for any forum in
the region to establish a successful
cooperation and friendship

mechanism without including
Turkey and Turkish Cypriots.
Turkey is suggesting a conference
for cooperation in the Eastern
Mediterranean
however
the
response is hostility towards
Turkey.’
Source
:
TRNC
Information Office

President Tatar: ‘We will never forget Limassol Martyrs’
President of the Turkish Republic
of Northern Cyprus Ersin Tatar
published a message in memory of
the Limassol Resistance.
Pointing out that Limassol
Resistance has been known as the
‘Second Plevne Resistance’ in our
history the President said ‘we will
never forget Limassol Martyrs’.
In his message President Tatar
stated that the ceremony and
commemoration for the Limassol
resistance and the martyrs has had
to be cancelled because of the
covid-19 measures and said ‘we

will never give up our state,
freedom and sovereignty.
We will never endanger our future
and the guarantorship of Turkey.
We will take care of everything
our martyrs fought for’.
Source
:
TRNC
Information Office

Public

Public
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President Tatar attended video conferences with journalists
President Ersin Tatar attended
video conferences organised by the
Journalists Association, Diplomacy
Correspondents Association and
Foreign Press Association and held
meetings with Turkey's leading
journalists and answered their
questions.
According to the statement of the
TRNC Presidency, with the
election of Tatar as President, a
two-state solution has started to be
discussed and there is no ground
for a federation settlement in
Cyprus due to the intransigent
attitude of the Greek Cypriot side
for many years. Tatar said “For
the first time, after 50 years efforts
of the Founding President Rauf
Denktaş, we have reached such a
stage. This is very important. A
two-state solution is being
discussed by the whole world.
Diplomats who visit the TRNC
listen to our thesis and take the

necessary notes. They consider us
right but they say that both sides
should say ‘yes’ for a settlement in
Cyprus”.
Adding
that
although
the
negotiations have continued for
years, a solution could not be
reached in Cyprus, Tatar said “The
Turkish Cypriot side said ‘yes’ to
the Annan plan. Although the
Greek Cypriot side voted ‘no’, they
were accepted to be an EU member
unilaterally.
The
negotiation
process failed at Crans Montana
despite the good will of the
Turkish Cypriot side. The Greek
Cypriot side does not want to share
the wealth in the Eastern
Mediterranean with the Turkish
Cypriots. Our understanding of a
federation is different than their
understanding. Their aim in
establishing a federation is to make
the Turkish Cypriots a minority
and remove Turkey’s

guarantorship. Conditions have
changed in Cyprus. There is a
more powerful Turkey in the
region. The rights of Turkey and
Turkish Cypriots in the region are
important. We want to reach a
settlement on the basis of two
sovereign equal states living side
by side.”
Furthermore,
stressing
that
cleaning and infrastructure works

have been continuing in Maraş,
President Tatar said that Maraş
will be added into the economy
and tourism of the country and
works for return of properties to
legal owners are continuing. Tatar
also stressed that Maraş will have
a civil authority and work has been
continuing towards regaining the
region for the use of humanity.
Source
:
TRNC
Information Office

Public

Prime Minister Saner met Turkish Vice President Oktay
Prime Minister Ersan Saner and the
Turkish Vice President Fuat Oktay
met at the Prime Ministry of the
Turkish Republic of Northern
Cyprus
(TRNC)
yesterday
(11.02.2021).
Following
the
meeting, an inter-delegations

meeting was held at the TRNC
Presidency of the Court of
Accounts with the participation of
Prime Minister Saner and the
Turkish Vice President Fuat Oktay
and various agreements were
signed between the two countries.

Stating that the Cyprus issue is one
of the oldest issues of the UN and
has been continuing for about 53
years, Saner said “Due to the
intransigent attitude of the Greek
Cypriots, a solution could not be
reached in Cyprus”.
Saner also stressed that especially
the statement of the Turkish
President Recep Tayyip Erdoğan
made during his party’s group
meeting is the clearest expression
why a solution has not been
reached in Cyprus for 53 years.
Prime Minister Saner stated that
although it is well known by
everybody that a solution based on
the federation thesis cannot be
achieved in Cyprus, the fact that

the world insists on this issue
makes no sense and this was put
forward very clearly by Turkish
President Erdoğan.
Condemning the statements made
by the Greek Prime Minister
Mitsotakis, Saner said ;
"If there is an invasion problem in
Cyprus, the fact is that the
Republic
of
Cyprus
was
unilaterally invaded by the Greek
Cypriot Administration in 1963".
Source
:
TRNC
Information Office

Public
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Good Luck or Bad Luck depending on a choice of seat

By Ahmet Abdulaziz
Usually, I do not take the luck
matter very seriously. I am a
practical man, so I believe that we
get what we deserve. But
sometimes I come across events
that make me realise that indeed
there is something called good
luck or bad luck.
I was just going through some old
news when I came across a news
item dated 20th May 1965.
It was the news about a tragic air
crash of PK705, Boeing 720 of
Pakistan International Airlines, in
which 121 passengers and crew
lost their lives. and 6 passengers
had come out of the crashed plane
alive.
It was the inaugural flight of
Pakistan International Airlines
(PIA), from Karachi to London,
via Dharan (Saudi Arabia), Cairo
(Egypt) and Geneva. There were 6
members of crew on board. I was
about 10 years old then, but I still
remember the details of the crash.
The interesting point was that
since it was an inaugural flight the
management of PIA had decided to
take journalists from Pakistani
press and some tour agents free of
charge. Thus the passengers of this
fated aircraft mostly included free
riders. The idea of the PIA
management was to provide a

chance to the local tour operators
to come in contact with foreign
tour operators to flourish Pakistan
tourism. The journalists were also
taken on board so that they would
be able to write their observations
about foreign countries and also
about the performance of the
airline.
Everything went as pre-planned.
The flight had taken a short break
at Dharan (Saudi Arabia), and had
taken off for Cairo, to be the next
stop. While descending for landing
at the Cairo airport, the pilot
reported a problem with the flaps.
The plane crashed near the airport.
Out of 127 onboard, only 6 people
survived.
Recently on the internet I collected
some old news and articles about
the same crash and found some

interesting material, worthy of
being mentioned here. This
particular incident proved that
there indeed is something which
has been considered as luck, good
or otherwise. A newspaper editor,
who had arrived quite late at the
Karachi airport, missed the plane.
He did have arguments at the
airport, to allow him to board the
plane, which had not yet taken off
but had closed the door. He had
tried to contact higher officials to
help him in this regard but had
failed. He had returned back home,
thinking that it was his bad luck
that he had missed a chance for a
free foreign tour. The next
morning when he learned that the
plane had crashed, he realised that
it was in fact his good luck and not
bad luck.
The six passengers of economy
class, who had survived the crash,
were sitting on the last row of the
fuselage, which had broken away
at the time of the crash, along with
the tail. Thus the tail and the last
row of seats had remained intact
and did not catch fire.

wife along free of charge, but the
PIA management had refused to do
so. So at the last moment, he
bought a first class ticket for his
wife, whereas he was travelling in
the economy class of the same
plane, along with other journalists
with free passes.
He had spent some time talking to
his wife in the first class section of
the plane when the plane had
stopped at Dharan airport. After
the plane had taken off from
Dharan, he found another friend of
his sitting in his seat. He forcibly
sent him back to his seat and sat in
his own seat, in the last row.
When the plane crashed, the same
tour operator, sitting on his seat in
the last row survived, whereas his
wife sitting in the first class and
his journalist friend had died.
Good luck for the man, and bad
luck for his wife and the journalist
friend.
I think we all come across such
situations when our luck plays
some part in the achievement of
our goals.

One of the Pakistani tour
operators, who was also on board
the plane, had wanted to take his

PIA_Boeing_720_at_LHR photo Courtesy of Ken
Fielding at flickr.com photos kenfielding

PIA FLIGHT 705 - photo courtesy of
Emademma on Wikopedia
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KAR - News Update
Meet Ivy.
She was found in the mountains back in December, we can only assume she was unwanted, so
dumped. Ivy is about 1½ years old, a lively girl and as you can see, she has a fine set of floppy
ears! She would love a garden to run around in and explore to her heart's content.
All our centre dogs are vaccinated, microchipped and neutered (when they are old enough) If you
would like to give Ivy a home, please contact us and we will arrange for you to meet her once the
centre is open again. Or you can sponsor Ivy for £10 per month - our sponsorship scheme provides
us with a regular income - even more important to us whilst our shops are closed due to lockdown.
Please share for Ivy and let's find her a forever home!

Here's a centre dog looking for her forever home.
This sweet girl is Irmi - she arrived at the centre as a small puppy and that
was 6 years ago now! So she has spent almost her whole life in a rescue
centre. She is a little bit shy of people she doesn't know but once she gets to
know you, she will be your best friend for life. She is a calm, friendly dog
- she loves going for walks and gets on well with other dogs.
If you are interested in offering her a home, please let us know - at the
moment due to lockdown the centre is closed to visitors but we can arrange a
visit once lockdown is lifted.
Alternatively you can sponsor Irmi for just £10 a month - please contact us if
you would like to do this.
Fingers crossed for Irmi!

ANIMAL WELFARE

ANIMAL WELFARE
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KAR - News Update
Jekka and Loppi go home.
We had been arranging Jekka and Loppi's travel to Scotland for a while and they were all set to travel - at the same time as their owners David and
Kenny, a little while back. However, as has been happening all over the world, flights on their travel date were cancelled at short notice.
Between us, (Kim who was then on an urgent trip to the UK, Margaret, David and Kenny in the TRNC) we all looked at possible alternatives
- accompanied into the EU, a cargo import into Turkey and then out again, even a possible road trip along with the owners, plus other potential
options. However due to the many restrictions across most borders all options were considered too much of a risk - the girls’ welfare was
paramount and so, along with David and Kenny, we decided it was better to wait until things settled and then continue with their travel plans to
Edinburgh. David and Kenny cancelled their own flights - intent on only travelling on the same day and on the same flights as their girls.
And so we waited..... and waited!
A possible flight option emerged - Turkish Airlines explained the schedule - however the transit time at Istanbul was very long - much longer than
usual. After discussions with the owners they felt, as we had hoped they would, that the time in transit was simply too long. Due to the uncertainty
of flights we could not risk them arriving in Istanbul and then their connecting flight being cancelled!
And so we all waited and waited !
At last came the call that we had all been waiting for - a new date was confidently (!!!) set with a new flight schedule.
And so we waited and worried - would it be changed? Would we have to all reschedule - again - their plans?
No - it was time for them to fly and everything was as per their new schedule.
We arranged to collect the girls from Alsancak and take them to Ercan - getting there and back before the curfew time - although KAR does have
some exemptions for travel for KAR purposes. David and Kenny had their own taxi and permissions to travel to Ercan.
Finally - with beady eyes, in UK /TRNC, peeled on schedules, Turkish Airlines updates and flight paths - Jekka, Loppi, David and Kenny flew off
into the night.
Their flights went according to schedule and a few hours after departing TRNC they were on their destination flight to Edinburgh.
We received the following from David and Kenny - after the girls had been collected by KAR and on arrival :
" Hello Kim
Thank you so so much for the update and picture. We will not rest easy till we see them again safe and sound. The house is so quiet which makes it
even more difficult.
We will have access to mail right till boarding Istanbul and again when we arrive in Edinburgh.
Hello Kim and Margaret.
Pictures of the girls at their new home in Ayrshire and they have settled in well after their mammoth journey. Feeling it a little cooler than TRNC
though.
Flight landed on time at 15.45 on Thursday and by the time they cleared ARC at Edinburgh it was about 5pm, the staff there could not have been
more helpful than they were. So all told the journey for them was approximately. 25 hours in their carriers and boy were they pleased to see us as
we were them.
Arrived back here about 7pm where they saw and tasted their first real snow.
We cannot thank you enough for all your help and assistance"
Happy Days Bonnie Jekka and Bonnie Loppi
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BRS News: COVID Vaccinations & TRNC Entry at 14/2/2021
We are sharing for readers who are
seeking the latest facts and
information
news
recently
provided by the British Residents'
Society to their members.
EXTENSION
OF
FULL
CURFEW/LOCKDOWN
The full curfew/lockdown has
been extended until February 22,
2021, at 05:00.
The decision to suspend entry and
exit between districts will continue
for another week.
On Sundays, businesses other than
pharmacies and bakeries will
remain closed.
From Monday, takeaways and
online transactions will be
available between 11.00 and 21.00.
Banks will work during working
hours with minimum staff.
In
Nicosia,
Kyrenia,
and
Famagusta district centres, where
the
population
is
largest,
Pharmacies will be divided into
two groups and will work
alternately between 08:00 and
15:30. Pharmacies operating in
regions other than three district
centres will continue their normal
working. In addition, the number
of pharmacies on duty that will
serve after 15:30 in all districts
will be increased.

CURRENT
COVID
VACCINATION PROCEDURE
As a result of member enquiries
regarding the 'current' process for
registering or applying for
vaccination,
our
Local
Government Liaison team have
spoken to the majority of
Belediyeler.
All have provided the same basic
information, which is as follows,
In order to obtain a vaccination
(currently only for those over 65
years), you must call your local
Belediye, giving your name and
telephone number. They will either
then call you to go for your
vaccination or provide you with an
appointment - at the nominated
vaccination centre with the date
and time of your appointment.
You will only be required to take
your Passports with you for
identification and to check that you
currently
qualify
for
the
vaccination.
Should you be disabled or have
mobility problems please make
them aware of the situation as
arrangements can be made to
ensure your vaccination can be
completed.

REMINDER

All of the people we have spoken
to have reassured us that the
vaccination programme is open to
everyone, not just citizens. When
you attend for the vaccination.

It is against current regulations for
owners to walk their dogs, away
from their homes. We are aware
that the police in Lefkosa and
Girne Districts have been taking
legal action against anyone caught
breaking these curfew restrictions.

We are aware that vaccines
globally are in huge demand and
as additional vaccines become
available, we will let you know.
At this moment ONLY over-65s
are being vaccinated due to their
higher levels of risk,

PLEASE DO NOT ASK WHEN
THIS WILL CHANGE TO
THOSE UNDER 65 AS WE CAN
ASSURE YOU THAT YOU
WILL BE TOLD AS SOON AS
WE KNOW.
Should you still encounter
problems in registering please
CONTACT US via the Website.
It may take some time for the
belediyeler to implement the
program dependant on the number
of vaccines available. Up till now
we are aware that 120,000+
vaccines have been supplied from
Turkey and 4250 from the EU.
SECOND
DOSE

VACCINATION

The Ministry of Health has
announced that persons who have
already been vaccinated will now
receive their second dose.
People whose second vaccination
date has arrived should make
contact, preferably by telephone,
with
the
Health/Vaccination
Centre where they received their
initial
dose
to
make
an
appointment for their subsequent
injection.
People who are travelling to
Health Centres whether within
their District or another District,
will be exempt from the curfew
- provided they are in possession
of their vaccination cards which
can be presented and checked.

Persons arriving in the TRNC from
ANY country must quarantine for
TEN days.
However persons
arriving from the UK, the
Netherlands, Denmark, South
Africa, or Brazil will be required
to quarantine for 14 days.
ALL persons arriving in the TRNC
MUST be in possession of
NEGATIVE PCR test results
which are dated within three days
(72 hours) of arrival in the TRNC.
TRNC Citizens OR foreign
passport holders that have a
permanent residence (property
where they live) will be allowed to
enter under this regulation and
they must be in possession of a
DOCUMENT which confirms this.
Those who currently wish to enter
the TRNC from the UK, the
Netherlands, Denmark, South
Africa, or Brazil will be required
to pay a fee of 4,100tl per person
in advance, to a TC Ziraat Bankasi
account, the details of which are
below .
The above fee will include
Accommodation, Food, and a PCR
test at the end of the 14-day
quarantine period.
Should two persons be sharing a
room during the 14-day quarantine
period then the cost for the
additional person will be 1,800tl.
TL HESAP NO: 40298710-5001
IBAN
:
TR290001000860402987105001

LATEST RULES OF ENTRY
INTO TRNC

USD HESAP NO: 40298710-5003

A new AIR NOTAM was issued
on 11th February which lasts until
28th February 2021.

USD HESAP NO: 40300032-5001
UBAN
:
TR470001000860403000325001

continued on next page ...
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continued ....

BRS News : COVID and TRNC entry

EURO HESAP NO: 40298710- Other Foreign Passport Holders
5002
UBAN
: who have submitted their residency
TR020001000860402987105002
visa applications, and those who
own property in the TRNC are
GBP HESAP NO: 40298710-5004 strongly advised to check their
UBAN
: entitlement to return to the TRNC,
TR450001000860402987105004
with the TRNC Consulate, before
making the payment.
Once the payment has been made,
then you must immediately send a The reason for this is that the
proof of payment to the respective announcement simply refers to
TRNC Consulate Office. The Residency and does not qualify
TRNC Consulate will then liaise whether this includes applications
with
you
regarding
further in progress and or property owners,
information.
who have yet to submit

applications. We will try and
clarify this as quickly as we can,
but you may get a quicker
clarification from the TRNC
Consulate.

Editor's note:
For those readers wishing to learn
more of the British Residents'
Society and registration as a
member which can be started online please visit their website

https://brstrnc.com

Girne Municipality continues to give support with 2 new decisions
Girne Municipality made a
decision to provide support for a
Social Project that can provide
food support to its tenants and City
people.
According to the information
obtained
from
the
Girne
Municipality, in a meeting held by
the Girne Municipality Council on
social media on 9th February
2021, the rented shops within the
Municipality
are
completely
exempt
from rental fees for
January 2021 and February 2021
and the group operating under the
name of Kyrenia Evkaf Volunteers
for Good was informed that a
decision was made to support their
”project".

As of 10th March 2020, the
Covid-19 pandemic has affected
our country as well as all over the
world, and this is still continuing.
In this process, which causes a
severe demoralisation of our
people, our Municipality tries to
take various measures to help our
people. While intense efforts were
made to disinfect as well as give
various food and medicine aids in
March and April 2020, workplace
inspections
have
continued
uninterruptedly in this process.
Finally, with the government's
decision to lock down on 28th
January 2021, this resulted in all
the tradesmen and tenants of the

municipality facing a difficult
situation. For this reason, the
council
made
2
important
decisions at the Municipal Council
meeting on 9th February 2021.
Decisions taken by the Municipal
Council:
1- It has been decided that all
Municipality tenants will be
completely exempt from rental
fees in January 2021 and February
2021.
2- It has been decided to
contribute to the "Kindness
Kitchen" project formed by the
group operating under the name of
Kyrenia Evkaf Volunteers for
Good.
In his speech on the subject, Girne

Mayor Nidai Güngördü said; “In
this period of time in which we are
living, our Municipality and
Municipal Assembly have taken
unanimous decisions on these two
important issues, as well as
various practices and decisions
that may be for the benefit of the
public, as in previous months. I
would like to thank all members of
our Municipal Council for their
contributions and I firmly believe
that we will go through this
difficult process together. I ask all
our people to follow the rules
strictly, especially to avoid
crowded environments and to use
masks, observe social distance and
hygiene rules. I wish you healthy
days.
Source
(Turkish)
Municipality

Girne
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Regaining fitness, nothing ventured, nothing gained!
do something else so reflecting on
past experiences I decided to make
of
With those aging years creeping on a start on that long road
and having had a back operation recovery
with spine fusion and then living
with a false hip that needs In the past, I had a martial arts
replacing, life is not so enjoyable, background with time spent
and then having had the misfortune enjoying Tai Chi and Chi Kung
to take a tumble and finding your (Qigong) so I headed back to those
leg attached to the false hip is disciplines to make a stress free as
broken meant more surgery and the possible start on that long road
back to strength and mobility .
need to recover.
By Chris Elliott….

Sadly with COVID -19 and
lockdowns the opportunity for
further treatment and rehabilitation
has been very difficult but I have
been blessed with good friends who
have helped me with walking and
exercises at home but I have
become frustrated that I have
become an expert hopping around
the house with a walking frame but
feel I am not making the best of
opportunities to regain my fitness
and mobility.
My surgeon confirmed recently my
new hip is well set and that the
broken leg is healing and until I am
able
to
travel
and
seek
physiotherapy I decided I needed to

In the past, I had the pleasure of
meeting and studying Chi Kung
(Qigong) with Tarik Tekman who
with the starting of the coronavirus
problems produced a series of
Youtube home study videos that
were published over a 15 week
period and I had followed these but
misfortune had prevented me
continue my home study.
Times do change and your mind
and body signal they want to make
a change so this week I started over
by working with the week one
video which gave a gentle shake to
the system but a week down the
track I am feeling small
improvements in balance, leg

strength and the feel good factor.
So I would like to share this option
with our readers by showing below
the first week's Standing Tree
Qigong Week 1/15 Wuji video and
I know that working with the other

videos over the next 15 weeks I
will have recovered strength and
mobility and hope that by then
COVID-19 will be more under
control and I can then start to enjoy
life out of the house again.

https://youtu.be/f_7MRlwhAeY
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CyprusScene Review with Richard Chamberlain
The Man
Camera...

Behind

the scheme, but before I joined the

Hello my name is Chris Elliott and I
would like to welcome you to this
CyprusScene review and my guest
is a well-known ex-soldier,
photographer and resident of
Northern Cyprus, Mr. Richard
Chamberlain.
Welcome Richard and it seems you
are always busy either sending
reviews to CyprusScene for
publication or promoting your
books of photography from your
army days way back in the 50s.
So please tell us a little of your
early days in the UK and how you
came to take photos of Cyprus
Enter Text Here.
when you were in the army.
Richard: I first became interested
in photography in about 1950, when
I was 15 years old. I had a brother
who was 7 years older than me and
good at metal work. Amazingly, he
made me a small camera out of a
Colmans Mustard Tin.
It took 16mm film. He also taught
me how to develop the film and put
the film into a photographic
enlarger. I took the camera to
school and started taking photos of
the boys in my class and when I got
home, I developed the film and
enlarged the photos and sold them
to the boys for sixpence each.

army, I went to the camera shop and
bought a French camera called
Gallus De-lux. It was £8, about 2
weeks wages in those days and I
took the camera with me when I
joined the army. After our initial
basic training we were taught some
sort of "trade". I was taught to be a
wireless operator, and my brother
was taught how to drive an army
lorry.
Chris: Wow, so how did you start
taking photos of Cyprus and what
did you do with them?
Richard: Soon after that we were
sent to Cyprus. We could not
believe our luck. When we arrived,
we thought we had arrived in
Paradise. We had never been
anywhere up till then.
As soon as we were allowed some
time off, we went down to the local
town, which was Famagusta, (now
known as Varosha or Maras). I had
my camera with me and I soon
started taking photos of this
"Paradise" we had come to. There
were camels walking down the
street in Famagusta, old men with
donkeys loaded up with farm
produce, rows of "shoe shine" boys
wanting to shine our army boots

With the help of a friend, we
designed a book and put them all
together, and had it printed. I sold
quite a few books on Amazon.

and many things we had never seen
before in England. So there was
plenty to photograph. Everywhere I
looked, I kept taking photographs.
Luckily, the army had a "darkroom"
in Famagusta for us soldiers to go
and develop our films and print the
photographs. I spent a lot of my
spare time in the dark room.
Before we went into the army, my 2
brothers used to cut each other’s
hair, so besides the camera, I took
with me I took the hair clippers. In
those days, the young men's style
was to have their hair fairly long,
but the army didn't like long hair so
the Cypriot army barber used to cut
it short. So because I would just
give them a little "trim", I soon
became more popular than the camp
barber. I used to charge sixpence
for a trim up. I soon took enough
money each week, not to take my
army wages. I saved them.

In about 2015 I decided to move to
Northern Cyprus for good. I took
my CD with all the book photos on
it and had it printed again in
Northern Cyprus. I have sold or
given away about 1,000 books.
I have presented my book to 4 North
Cyprus Presidents and now I have
been asked to donate my collection
of photographs to an archive of Old
Cyprus photos that is being set up
by the Nicosia museum. I am
honoured and pleased to accept.
Chris: Wow Richard thank you,
that is most fascinating, and so as
we come to the end of our chat we
are adding some clips of a previous
video we made with you in the old
Round Tower in Girne some years
ago and we hope you and our
viewers will enjoy your past hobby
through your pictures.
Thank you very much mate and I
hope to see you again soon.
For those people or groups who who
would like to participate in online
group discussions makem contact
on the link shown below:

kyreniacommentator@cypruusscene.com

Chris: Amazing, so tell us about
your time in the army.
Richard: I left school when I was
16 years old and went into the
printing industry as a apprentice
compositor. At 18 years old, my
twin brother, Michael and I were
told to go and join the army under
the government National Service
continued on next page ....
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CyprusScene Review with Richard Chamberlain

https://youtu.be/7iROPGKD6G8
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RUSUK ask: First contact – would it be good for Earth?
I do not rule out such a possibility.
After all, what is a myth?
Something that actually happened
in the past and then, in a
metaphorical,
symbolic
form
transported to the generations to
come. In a shape those generation
would understand it.

First contact:
happened?

already

I understand that this is just a
hypothesis but, to me, the First
Contact might have already
happened in the very distant past.
I wouldn’t talk here about lots of
ancient myths from all around the
world saying that our predecessors
have come down from the sky to
start a civilization on Earth. Those
myths tell us about gods or divine
strangers from outer worlds that
have brought various knowledge to
the people of the Earth.

Just look at the pictures here: one
can find those strange ‘bags’ and
‘watch’ or ‘bracelets’ in basically
every ancient culture of the world,
from the Shimerians to Aztecs.
Yes, there’s different visual styles,
based on a distinct culture. But the
items themselves are easy to spot,
mystifying
scholars
and
researchers.
Isn’t it very, very strange?
I’ve read many times about them
before in various sources and
recently have done some more
research. There’s no final scientific
explanation
of
what
these
accessories are. Could those things

be something of some hi-tech
devices
of
an
advanced
civilization? Why not?
My point is that these ‘Gods’ with
such weird accessories of unknown
purpose might well be those
mystical ‘Seven Sages’, divine
tutors who enlightened previously
wild people from Egypt to
Mesopotamia to Central America.
Lots of ancient legends from
around the globe talk about those
teachers coming from another
world to help and educate. If true,
then
there’s
two
possible
explanations: they’re either really
some ‘out-of-Earth’ creatures or
survivals of the vanished supercivilization that tried hard to hand
down the torch of knowledge to the
people of our planet.
So far we don’t know the answer.
Thanks to new archeological data,
including marine archeology, lots
of new evidence is coming up to
the surface. For instance, the
famous Goebekle Tepe site in
Turkey,
which
mysteriously
originated, according to verified
archeological information, around
9600 BC, out of nothing - in a
place previously populated by only
hunters and gatherers with no
knowledge of agriculture.
By the way, this is the exact date,
according to Plato, of the Atlantis
catastrophe. Is it a coincidence?
Yes, the human-like figures
decorating
Goebekle
Tepe
monuments have those ‘bags’, too.
This is why I think that we might
have already experienced this
contact. It would take decades to
study and prove it. But if true,
those ‘Seven Sages’ have brought
the light of knowledge to us. Then
there is no bad in the First Contact.
***************

First contact – would it
be good for Earth?
The idea of an alien civilisation
making themselves known to us
has intrigued me throughout my
life. As a child, I thought it was
inevitable. Sadly, as I grew older
and gained more knowledge, I have
long since come to the conclusion
that it will never happen. Ever. So I
can’t answer the question posed
because there is zero chance of it
having to be dealt with.
Don’t get me wrong, I’m convinced
there is plenty of life around our
ever-expanding Universe, and I’ve
no doubt that some of it has
become intelligent and civilised. Or
will become so over the next few
billion years. Or has already existed
during the last 13.8 billion years.
Two salient things will stop contact
happening. The first is the sheer
distances involved. It is so difficult
to imagine just how big the
universe is. And it’s getting bigger
and bigger and bigger. Take a look
at this image taken by the Hubble
telescope. It shows thousands of
other galaxies, like our own Milky
Way. When you think that just
getting to our closest star, travelling
at the speed of light, would take
four years just to get there, and
getting to our closest galaxy a little
bit more, some 2,500 years, it’s
impossible to imagine how long it
would take to get to some of those
distant galaxies in the image.

OPINION
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continued .... RUSUK : First contact - would it be good for Earth?
The second is that if our human
race is anything to go by,
supposedly intelligent, then long
before anyone can travel the kind
of distances involved, the aliens
will long since have either
destroyed their planet or more
likely, have destroyed themselves.

we can tell roughly what kind of
technology your planet has.

Hubble Space Telescope Image

I’ve just thought of a third. Why
would any alien species bother to
contact a completely insignificant
planet, which goes around a puny
yellow dwarf of a sun, where the
inhabitants regularly kill each
other in wars, or annihilate each
other because of race or religion,
or abuse each other just because
they have different opinions?
Anything remotely intelligent
wouldn’t bother.
***************
Because it most likely will not go
down this way. Why? Again with
the why; you do know this is a free
Blog, right?

First Contact – Run It
On Page 12
Most folks define First Contact as
several Grays getting out of their
ship and having a little face to face
time. Maybe scratch the dog and
ponder whether Bud is actually
made from genuine Clydesdale
piss.
Nah, not too likely. But it makes a
great movie when they blow up the
White House.
By the time we have our first face
to face meeting, first contact
should be old news. Why?

OK, science class time. You know
white light is basically all the
colors of the rainbow combined.
Cool. Now if pure white light
passes through a gas, the molecules
in that gas absorb light, so now our
rainbow in a prism has some little
dips in it. Each dip corresponds to
the exact wavelength absorbed by
a certain gas. We can tell what gas
light has passed through based on
the light we receive in our
telescopes.

I have read where several serious
astronomers say with ultimate
confidence that we will find
extraterrestrial life within the next
ten years. No, it’s not the kind of
first contact where Will Smith
jumps in his F18, but it would
certainly be the lead story of the
century.

Some believe that our planet will
change; peace, love and holding
hands around the campfire. I don’t
buy it. Oh yeah, for the first few
weeks that would be the only thing
on TV, but the 24 hour news cycle
waits for no Gray and old men
crave power. Do you believe for
one second China or any number
of Trumpy leaders will allow the
Here’s
where
things
get UN to decide on first contact? Do
interesting; there are several new, you believe we will speak as one?
powerful space telescopes coming Unfortunately,
mankind
is
online shortly. If you look at a predictable.
planet and take its spectra, you can
tell what kind of gasses are in its Our leaders can’t have people
atmosphere. There’s more to it but running around singing Imagine.
that will do. So now we have our Don’t worry, pretty soon things
little rainbow with a bunch of dips will settle into their old ways and
in it.
the story will settle into its rightful
place – on page 12
What would happen if one of those
little dips corresponds to hetracattle-cow-o-zine? There are many
industrial chemicals in our
atmosphere that will give us away
to folks with decent telescopes. If
we know what chemicals you use,

Hey, have you seen that new
iPhone-14XLZ? OMG!!! Samsung
says they have one to beat it
coming out next month: The new
Galaxy Fresh! What? Night time
lights on that planet… How
boring.
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Seeking TRNC permission to travel for medical treatment
By Chris Elliott…
With Covid - 19 lockdowns in
place, it’s been necessary to apply
for permission to travel for various
reasons
including
medical
treatment.
We often receive emails to
CyprusScene asking for advice on
the various issues and recently we
had requests for help for a cancer
patient and accompanying carer to
travel between regions for medical
treatment and seemingly having
their requests refused.
There is a system in place on the
link shown below which enables
the user to register a request to
travel and the important part we
think is the reason for travel and
we have stressed the need to fill
this in confirming which Doctor
you have an appointment with and
at what time and also give a
telephone
number
so
your
appointment can be clarified if the
authority needs to do so.
https://permissions.gov.ct.tr/street

The online form also asks you to
give the location to visit (we
recommend giving full hospital
name and who you will be seeing)
and also the date of travel to and
from and between which hourly
times.
There is one small worry here and
that is if the person needing
treatment is being taken by another
then they also need to seek
permission and should clearly state
under the reason for travel, who
they are accompanying for an
appointment, who they are seeing
and at what time and give a
telephone
number
for
confirmation.

I have had reason to seek
permission to visit a hospital which
is 2.2 km away and takes around
26 minutes (google maps quote)
and although on the form I gave an
hour travelling time (hours are the
only choice) I notice the
permission given only allowed 30
minutes for travelling and the 4
hours I asked for travelling and
being attended to at the hospital
had been reduced to 2½ hours on
the permission.
Another interesting point if you
have a mobile that predates
smartphones although you will
receive a permission notification
you will be unable to open it to
read the permission detail.
The system seems to work OK, or
does it?
On my last visit my partner, who
was driving, also had an
appointment to see a doctor about a
lump that had quickly developed in
her armpit.
On attending her
appointment she was asked by the
doctor to have an ultra -scan test
and when he reviewed the results
she was introduced to another
doctor who after examination said
it's probably not a major problem
but should be dealt with quickly as
it could be an infection and
recommended a minor operation to
remove the lump the following day
and she was asked to check in at
the emergency department of the
hospital the next day at 8.00 am.
Super service.
The problem on returning home
she applied for permission to travel
and this was rejected so a further
application
with
a
more
comprehensive reason to travel and
attend the hospital was sent and
eventually a further rejection was

received on her phone at around
4.00am in the morning. There is
no reason given for the rejection.
So what do you do when you have
had 2 rejections to attend hospital
for an operation and the person
accompanying you has received
permission to travel.
I leave our readers to puzzle that
one out.
Returning to the case of the cancer
patient seeking permission to travel
I received the following message
this morning.
“We went to Lefkosia yesterday
from Alsancak.
On the Tuesday prior to treatment
my wife has to have blood tests
before the chemotherapy, so
applied online first thing in the
morning at 07.00am.
On returning from having the
blood tests, still no response from
the system, so went straight to
Lapta police station and got

written permission without any
problems.
However, on returning home (I
haven’t got mobile data roaming) I
found that electronic permissions
had been granted!
We had to be at the hospital in
Lefkosia by 08-30, so expected to
be stopped at the checkpoints, but
were waved through simply by
saying we were going for
chemotherapy.
Hopefully
soon.”

things

will

change

Life is never perfect and as our
friend says “Hopefully things will
change soon” and those receiving
permission requests may struggle
with English understanding or are
just having a bad day, just like us
when we struggle to understand
some aspects of life in our adopted
homeland..
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Talking Round North Cyprus Podcasts are now online
Introduction by Chris Elliott…
Our good friend Roger Bara who
has shared contributions with
CyprusScene has made us aware of
a fascinating new project he has
started with his friend Sara Palmer
as under.
" I’ve just started producing a
podcast about North Cyprus with
my former BBC colleague and
great friend Sara Palmer, who has
an apartment here, although she
still lives in the U.K.
We are both great fans of the
country, warts and all!, and want
to share all aspects of life, living,
and holidaying here.

Would love plenty of support as we
get this project going, and would
be very happy to hear from anyone
who would like to contribute on
any subject concerning North
Cyprus.
Hope you enjoy it....the first two
episodes are now available. ".
Editor's Note :
In the weeks ahead we hope to be
able to promote news of new
podcasts as they are published by
Sara and Roger and in the
meanwhile for those that want to
make contact with Talking Round
North Cyprus please email :

Sara Palmer

roger.bara@aol.com

https://open.spotify.com/episode/3RKMGuLWo3MjYANLUHH2m6

https://open.spotify.com/episode/1nBINTcf4EOGwmsYER2Vae

Roger Bara
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SPORTS QUIZ
By Richard Beale....
After their tremendous win over India in the First Test Match last week,
below is listed the successful England team in batting order. Using the
surname as part of your answer, see if you can find the Sportsman/
celebrity/ actor or person using the text given.
The answers can be found on page 23 in this week’s Enewspaper.
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Emergency Telephone Numbers
mobile numbers are prefixed 0533 or 0542 or 0548
landline numbers are prefixed 0392
POLICE
Emergencies
General
Girne
Lefkosa
Gazi Mağusa
Guzelyurt
Lapta

155
228 3411
815 2125
228 3311
366 5310
714 2140
821 8512

FIRE
Emergencies
Forest Fire
Girne
Lefkosa
Gazi Mağusa
Guzelyurt

199
177
815 2111
227 1259
366 5389
714 2200

AMBULANCE
Emergencies

112

HOSPITAL
Girne
Lefkoşa
Gazi Mağusa
Güzelyurt

Kyrenia Weather : 8-day Forecast
(from 20th to 27th February 2021

8152266/815 2254
228 5441;
3662876/3665328
714 2125

ELECTRICITY
Electrical faults
Lefkoşa
Girne
Gazi Mağusa
Güzelyurt

188
225 3436
815 2223
366 5514
714 2122

WATER
Water problems:
Lefkoşa
Girne
Gazi Mağusa
Güzelyurt

228 3315
815 2118
366 4483
714 3516
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SPORTS QUIZ ANSWERS
Answers to questions on page 21

